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UniverseNet Partners and collaborations



 This network brings together the major European (and Korean) theoretical physics groups 
investigating the fundamental physics which shaped our Universe. They have made important 

contributions across the whole spectrum of research in particle cosmology and astroparticle 
physics, from phenomenological issues concerning the genesis of matter and radiation, dark 
matter and dark energy, to fundamental questions about the nature of space-time and of the 

Big Bang itself. This is an opportune time for such studies, given both the explosion of 
observational results on the cosmological and astrophysical front, as well as the key tests of 

theories of new physics beyond the Standard Model which will be performed in forthcoming 
experiments within the lifetime of the network.

The key research tasks are to investigate:

     1) the origin of baryons
     2) the origin of dark matter

     3) the origin of cosmic radiation
     4) the origin of cosmic structure

     5) the origin of dark energy
     6) the origin of space-time 



The lectures by leading 
experts covered both 

astrophysical and 
particle cosmology … 

there were also 
research presentations 
by students & postdocs 

During 17-22 Sep 
2007 we held the first 
training school with 

160 participants 
(about half were from 

outside the network) 



This was followed by 
the Mid-term review 
conducted by the EC

… we received a 
glowing report

During 22-26 Sept 
2008 we held the 2nd 
training school (with 

130 participants 
(again half were from 
outside the network) 



 The project is excellent and it is so clear that you and all other   
 network partners are putting a lot of efforts to provide excellent 
 results. Also, the training is very good and the fellows have 
 started  to have their first results. I would like to remind you to 
 put more efforts on secondments of the fellows and the training 
 on the complementary skills. It is very good that the network is 
 encouraging fellows to play active role in organising some events 
 and to participate at conferences. Furthermore, it is very good 
 that you are inviting recognised scientists in your field to give 
 the lectures to the fellows. It is also highly appreciated that you 
 are attempting to make this scientific field more attractive and 
 understandable to people who are not scientists …

Dr Lidija Matija (European Commission) 



The 3rd school in Barcelona was also popular with 135 participants… 



Many thanks to the Lecturers and the afternoon speakers, and 
especially to the local organisers: 

Roberta Armillis, Claudio Coriano & Antonio Mariano 

 … and last, but not least, we have just held a very popular school    



UniverseNet also sponsored several other meetings: 

UniverseNet members have organised  and/or given invited 
talks at over 200 conferences and workshops 

for details see: http://www.physics.ox.ac.uk/univnet/universenet_training.htm 



•  Performed collaborative research on the key science topics: 
>200 inter-team papers published in peer-reviewed journals 

     - reports to be given by the ‘Task coordinators’

•  Appointed 25 Early Stage Researchers (11 Experienced 
Researchers & 14 Early Stage Researchers)

•  Organised >200 conferences, schools and workshops
•  Established links with other networks/ToK activities
•  Provided expert advice to EU-supported science 

coordination activities (ApPEC/ASPERA, Astronet, …)
•  Outreach activities (popular talks, articles, YouTube …)

•  … and most of all we have created strong lasting bonds 
between many institutions and especially between people

What else has the network done? 





Toni Riotto 

Michal Deak 
IFAE 

From October 2009 



We bid goodbye to these young researchers, 
who are now UniverseNet alumni, and wish 

them the very best for their future



Mobility within Europe 



‘Opening the door to third country researchers’ 

‘Addressing gender balance’

About a third of the ESR/ER appointed were women

About a third of the ESR/ER appointed were non-EU



    = 100 - 999     = 10 - 99     = 1 - 9 visits �

The above map depicts: 8554 visitors from 6 Apr 2007 to 6 Apr 2010 

E-bulletins with the network’s news were issued every 6 months …

Universenet Website
Details of participating teams, young researchers, meetings, publications, outreach …



UniverseNet Outreach European Physical Society awards 
outreach prize to Prof. Herbert 

Dreiner and Michael Kortmann, 
University of Bonn, August 2009



We are well placed to engage with the ambitious plans being 
made in Europe concerning astroparticle physics 



AstroparticlePhysicsEuropean Coordination Road Map Committee

F. Avignone, J. Bernabeu, P. Binetruy, H. Blümer, K. Danzmann,  
F.v. Feilitzsch,  E. Fernandez, J. Iliopoulos, U. Katz, P. Lipari, 

M. Martinez, A. Masiero, B. Mours, F. Ronga, A. Rubbia, S. Sarkar, 
G. Sigl, G. Smadja, N. Smith, C. Spiering (Chair), A. Watson

Key questions:

What is the universe made of?

Do protons last for ever?

What are the properties of neutrinos … and their role in cosmic evolution?

What can neutrinos tell us about the interior of the Sun and Earth, and about 
supernova explosions?

What is the origin of cosmic rays? How does the sky look at extreme energies?

What is the nature of gravity? Can we detect gravitational waves? What can 
they tell us about violent cosmic processes? 



Theory is an invaluable source of inspiration for experimenters and a necessary tool to interpret 
experimental results, and must be supported with the same recognition like experiments. Among 
the discussed proposals for improved support and coordination of astroparticle theory we mention 
a Europe-wide common call for theoretical proposals and a future European Centre for 
Astroparticle Theory, with the involvement of an international panel of expert referees. Such a 
centre could be established either in one of the European countries or at CERN. Given the 
synergy between LHC physics and astroparticle physics, CERN would be a natural host, 
especially in view of several astroparticle experiments being CERN ‘recognised experiments’.

The arrangements for PACT at CERN are curently being finalized 

From the ASPERA roadmap 



We work also on topics relevant to new 
astronomical campaigns on dark energy 



Summary

•  UniverseNet is over … but we have paved the way for coordination of 
theoretical research in particle astrophysics and cosmology in Europe

•   Our annual schools are very popular and we hope to find some way to 
continue holding them (possibly with EU support)

•   The training programme has generated some of the leading young 
researchers in Europe in this field … we will reapply for a FP7 ‘Initial 
Training Network’ in order that we can continue doing this (with the 
necessary ‘industrial involvement’ where appropriate)

•   With the expansion of the network (and the interest shown by many 
new groups) it may be appropriate for us to evolve into a supporting 
instrument through ASPERA for large European astroparticle and 
cosmology research infrastructures … this possibility will be explored


